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ABSTRACT 
Tooling machines with an aimed velocity to accura
(' y ratio of 600 m~%in and higher require linear guides 
with high slide velocity and very high position accu
racy. 
To obtain these aims three tasks - supporting, guid
i ng and actuating of a translational support unit -
shall be realised by means of active magnetic bear
ings (AMB). The resulting linear maglev-guide for 
I.ooling machines must exhibit the following charac
I.eristics : high stiffness, good damping and low noise 
Il'vels as well as low heat production. 
First research on a one degree-of-freedom (DOF) sup
port magnet unit aimed at the development of com
ponents and efficient control strategies for the linear 
maglev-guide. Subsequent research is directed to re
nJise a five DOF maglev linear-guide for fast tooling 
lI1achines . 
This paper describes results of the one DOF support 
magnet unit and first results of the complete maglev 
linear guide. 

Figure 1: The 1 DOF magnetic bearing 

THE ONE DOF MAGNETIC BEARING 
The one DOF magnetic bearing shown in fig.1 con
sists of a pair of electromagnets in differential ar
rangement and a mass of 11kg guided by roller bear
ings. The characteristics of the electromagnets are: 
pole area: A = 10cm2, coil : 500 turns, R = 1.6n, 
L = 0.072H. The overall maximum static force is 
650N at a nominal air gap of 0.9mm. 
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Figure 2: Premagnetisation circuit 

Prernagnetization 
The forces of the electromagnets counteract due to 
the differential arrangement . A special type of pre
magnetisation is used in the voltage controlled AMB 
that is shown in fig.2. The pulse-width-modulated 
voltage of the power amplifier is used in a double 
way: the low frequency component is used for the 
levitation of the electromagnets. The high frequen
cy AC component is first decoupled by the capaic
itor C 1 from the DC component . The transformer 
Tr, in conjunction with the diodes D 1 . . D 4 , and the 
electrolytic capacitors C2, C3 generates two DC volt
ages inducing a loop current through the electromag
nets. The diodes D5 and D6 prevent reverse currents 
through the electromagnets. This kind of premag-
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1Ir'i.isation has the advantage of high overdriveability, 
}J,ood linearity and low leakage power and, thus, low 
hc'aL production. The force-current-relation is shown 
ill fig.3. 
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Figure 3: Force-current-relation, Iv 
air gap = Xo = 0.9mm 
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Control System 
A linear model is used for the voltage controlled mag
netic bearing, which is shown in fig. 4. The mod
el consists of a linear electromagnet with the coeffi
cients L, R, the force-current coefficient ki , the mass 
m, the (negative) stiffness kc and the induction coef
ficient kv. The corrosponding set of differential equa
tions are 

! -R. k' 1 U (1) 2 -2- x+-L v L' 

x ~(kcx+kii) (2) 
m 

which can be written in state space presentation as 

The structure of the controller for the one DOF mag
netic bearing is shown in fig. 5. The three state 
variables of the electromagnet are gained by means 
of an observer. The control variable is generated by 
state feedback of the observed states supplemented 

Figure 4: Model of the magnetic bearing 

by an additional integral stage. The static ace ll n. 
cy of the magnetic bearing is very high because' ,II 

the additional integral state in the control SySk11l 
The dynamical behaviour of the magnetic beari np, III 

defined by the location of the poles of the observ"1 
and of the controller. The feedback gains have l)(" ' 11 

calculated by pole assignment. It turned out 1.11 Ii 

a configuration of four equal real poles give best 1'1' 

suIts. 

Controller 

Figure 5: Electromagnet with observer and stat.· 
control 

Parameter Identification 
The quality of the control highly depends on the d" 
gree of accurate knowledge of the magnet paranw 
ters. First, these parameters have been measured hy 
direct measurements. However, if the controller ii'l 
able to stabilize the magnetic bearing in its operatin/!: 
point then it is possible to identify the parameters of' 
the electromagnet by using model-fitting procedur~~ . 

For this a gaussian white noise r(t) is added to t i l(' 
control variable causing an excitation of the AM B. 
An additional simulation model of the electromagnel. 
is connected to the input and output of the controlled 
system. The simulation model must also be stabk , 
thus, an error feedback like the observer feedback is 
necessary (cf. fig. 6). The parameters of the model 
are adjusted in the way that the variance of the con
trol devitation e = x - x of the simulated and the 
controlled system gets minimal, 

T 

J = J e2 ~ Min. (4) 

o 
Thus , the identification problem is reduced to a non-
linear optimisation problem. The minimum can be 
found by different strategies. First a strategy has 
been used with a sequential parameter search along 
the axes in the parameter space, but the calcula
tion time is high. The simplex method described by 
NELDER and MEAD[l] works much faster. Both 
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1.i'·lIti fication methods are robust, resulting in pa-
11I !lIclers which give much better control results in 
1111" experiments compared to those by direct mea-

IIITlIlents of the parameters. 

x 

Vigure 6: Parameter identification of the controlled 
Ilys tem 

Pole location 
t\ n er the identification of the parameters the control 
y,ains have been optimised. The optimisation goal. is 
to reach high stiffness, good damping and low nOlse 
I, 'vels. 
' I'here is s trade off between noise and stiffness of the 
t\ MB . High stiffness but also high noise levels are 
ilchieved by using fast control dynamics. For opti
mising the control gains the frequency-responses of 

the stiffness ;f:? and the noise ~t:~ can be used .to 
formulate an overall criterion, which has to be mm
imised by non-linear optimisation. This results in 
t he optimum pole configuration for the given overall 
criterion. Again, it turns out that a configuration of 
equal real poles gives best results . 

In fig. 7 the frequency-response of the compliance 
is shown. Typical tooling machines with operating 
lengths of 1m show a dynamical stiffness of 20 "r:n [2]. 
The stiffness obtained by this AMB is much less, but 
the damping (D = 0.5 .. 1) is very high compared to 
typical tooling machines (D = 0.01..0.05) . 

THE MAGLEV LINEAR GUIDE 
The maglev linear guide consists of a guide block 
with six pairs of electromagnets (two horizontal mag
nets and four vertical magnets) in differential ar
rangement and a guideway with three rails cf. fig. 
8. The nomimal air gap of the guide is only 0.35 mm 
wide to achieve high stiffness. The characteristics 
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Figure 7: Frequency-response of compliance of the 
one DOF magnetic bearing 

Figure 8: The maglev linear guide 

of the electromagnets are: pole area: A = 10 cm2 , 

coil: 500 turns, R = 1.9 n, L = 0.12 H, ki = 
400 ~ k = 34 103 A and ke = 1.4 106 Ii. The A' v . m ffi. . 

mass is m = 26.6 kg and the moments of mtena 
are J£e) = 0.24 kgm2 , J~e) = 0.45 kgm2 and J}e) = 
0.64 kgm 2 . The lever of the magnets are: a = 0.03m, 
b = 0.123m, c = 0.125m and the lever of the sensors 
are as = 0.03m, bs = 0.123m, Cs = 0.21m. The ma
glev linear guide is designed for a nominal load of 
2 kN. 
In general two control concepts can be distinguished: 
i) Decentralised single-magnet control, where ea:h 
magnet has its own controller and may be also It
s own measuring system. ii) Centralised degree-of
freedom (DOF) control, where each DOF or mode 
has a controller using a centralised measuring sys
tem. In the present case of a linear guide with 5 
DOF and 6 electromagnets having 6 input voltages 
(U1 ... U6 ) and a measuring system with 6 output 
displacements (Xsl ... X s 6) there is no big difference 
in the costs of a realisation of the two concepts. How
ever, with respect to the dynamic performance of the 
linear guide concept ii) is preferable. 
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Figure 9: Coordinate system and free body diagram 

Equations of Motion 
The coordinate system and the free body diagram 
shown in fig . 9 are the basis for the equations of mo
tion. The following simplifications have been made: 
All magnets are equal, the guide has no payload (at 
this time) so that the centre of mass C is located in 
the middle of the slide and the principal axes concide 
with the coordinate axes. 
The relation between the magnet coordinates 
{Xl ... X6} and the guide-coordinates {y, z, t.px, t.py, t.pz} 
read: 

1 a 
(5) y 2(X2 + X5) + 4b (Xl - X3 + X4 - X6), 

1 
(6) Z 4(Xl + X3 + X4 + X6), 

1 
(7) t.px 4b (-Xl + X3 - x4 + X6), 

1 
(8) t.py -(-Xl - x3 + X4 + X6), 

4c 
1 

(9) t.pz -(X2 - X5). 
2c 

The differential equations for the 6 magnet currents 
are 

.• -R . k· 1 U 
Zn = L Zn - v Xn + L n, n = 1(1)6. (10) 

The equations of motion for the two translational 
and the three rotational DOF are 

y = ~ (kc(X2 + X5) + ki(i2 + i5)), (11) 

z = ~ 0 C(Xl+X3+X4+X6)+ki(il +i3+i4+i6V,(12) 

'Px = J1C)0c(-Xl +X3- X4+ X6)+ki (--i l +i3-i4 -h ll) 

+ J£C) (kc(X2+ X5)+k;(i2 +i5)), (1 :1) 

'Py = )C) 0 C(-Xl - X3+X4+X6)+ki(--il-i3+i4+i6V'( II ) 
y 

'Pz = JiC) (kc(X2 - X5) + k;(i2 - i5)). (I :, ) 

These differential equations are coupled. With 1.1 11 

assumption a = 0 and by elimination of the magli '·' 
coordinates the eqs. (11) ... (15) result in 

Y ~(2kcY+ki(i2+i5))' (1 (; ) 

Z ~(4kcZ+ki(iI+i3+i4+i6))' (J 0i) 

'Px = J1C) 0kcbt.px + ki(-il + i3 - i4 + i6V' (1 1'\) 

t.py )C) 0 kcc t.py + ki( -il - i3 + i4 + i6V,(1 !)) 
y 

t.pz JiC) ~kc c t.pz + ki(i2 - i5V· (20) 

Decoupling 
The sum of the currents i2 + i5 have an effect on tlll' 
acceleration in y-direction only. By replacing th i:-l 
sum by 

(21) 

eq. (16) reads 

y = ~ (2 kc y + ki iy) . (22) 

In an analogous way the eqs. (17) ... (20) can bl' 
rewritten by replacing the currents using iz = i l + 
i3 + i4 + i6, i'l'x = -il + i3 - i4 + i6, i'l'y = 
-il -i3+i4+i6 and i'l'z = i2-i5. The resulting equa
tions only depend on the coordinates of the guide and 
the five virtual currents {iy, iz , i'l'x' i'l'y and i'l'x}. 

z = ~ (4 kc z + ki iz ), (23) 

'Px = J1C) (4b kc t.px + ki i'l'x ), (24) 

t.py JlC) (kc4 c t.py + ki i'l'Y) , (25) 

t.pz JiC) (kc 2 c t.pz + ki i'l'z) . (26) 
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I"ill, ure 10: The control system of the maglev linear guide 

I'he, combination of the currents to the five virtual 
1I II'I'ents {iy, iz , icpx, icpy, icpz } can be extended to an 
flll ;dogous combination of the voltages {Uy, Uz , Ucpx, 
I I", !! , U cpz} because of equal time-constants -LR of 
I hI! electromagnets resulting in decoupled equations 
" I' 1I10tion with the same structure as five virtual in
de pendent 1 DOF magnetic bearings 

~ -R . . 1 
(27) ly Lly - 2kv Y + L Uy , 

y ~ (2 ke Y + ki iy) , (28) 

~ -R 1 
(29) lz Liz - 4 kv i + LUz, 

z ~ ( 4 ke z + ki iz), (30) 

-R . 
- 4b kv '-Px + ±Ucpx, (31 ) lcpx -Llcpx 

'Px = J1e) (4b ke <px + ki icpx) , (32) 

-R. . 1 
(33) lcpy Llcpy - 4c kv <py + L U cpy' 

<Py JJe) (ke4 c <py + ki icpy) , (34) 

-R. . 1 
(35) lcp. L lcp• - 2c kv <pz + LUCP., 

<pz Jie) (ke2 c <pz + ki icp. ) . (36) 

Control System 
These decoupled virtual magnetic bearings can be 
controlled in an analogous way as the 1 DOF mag
netic bearing shown in the first part of the paper. 
The input equations U1 = Uz - Ucpx - Ucpy, U2 = 
Uy + Ucp. + %Ucpx' U3 = Uz + Ucpx - Ucpy, U4 = 
Uz - Ucpx + Ucpy, U5 = Uy - Ucp. + %Ucpx and 

U6 = Uz + Ucpx + Ucpy can be used to transform the 
virtual voltages of the decoupled controllers to those 
of the real magnets. The structure of the system 
shown in fig . 10 is similar to the one DOF magnetic 
bearing (cf. fig .5 so that the controller of the one 
DOF magnetic bearing can directly be used. 
In this way it is possible to optimise e.g. the stiffness 
seperately for each DOF in a simple way. 

First Results 
First simulations have been made for the decoupled 
system. In fig.ll frequency-responses are shown of 
the compliance in z- and y-direction for a force acting 
in the centre of mass in z- and y-direction, respec
tively. Both frequency responses are similar but the 
force in y direction effects a rotation in <px -direction 
because of the distance a f= O. This coupling be
tween the y- and the <px-mode leads to an distortion 
in the Z - Z-compliance at about 80Hz, cpo fig.ll 
and fig.12 . 

Further Research 
Further research will be directed to realise the control 
of the maglev linear guide and to verify the quality of 
the control by experiments . Furthermore, the control 
system for the maglev linear guide shall be extend
ed to comprise different payloads and corresponding 
positions of the center of mass. 
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Figure 11: Frequency-response of the compliance in z- and y-direction for a force acting in the centre of m a,,;, 
in z- and y-direction 
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Figure 12: Frequency-response of the compliance in if'x-direction for a force acting in the centre of mass in 
y-direction 


